Stock taken: numbers of many fish species are dwindling rapidly and research suggests that some species will find any recovery more difficult than currently imagined (Picture: Science Photo Library).
Why is it useful? Genetic drift is a major factor in DNA sequence evolution. To make sense of the data, we need evolutionary models which include genetic drift. By plugging N e into the relevant equations, we can write down general expressions, instead of having to work out new results for each type of population. For example, a favourable new mutation which increases the fitness of its carriers by a small amount s has a chance of spreading of 2(N e /N)s in a population of size N and effective size N e . Reducing N e relative to N thus reduces the chance that a favourable mutation will spread. 
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Similarly, the chance that a deleterious mutation can get fixed against selection is increased by a reduction in N e , and approaches the value for a neutral mutation when IN e sI << 1. The equilibrium level of within-population variability for neutral or nearlyneutral variants is controlled by the product of the mutation rate and N e , so that N e plays an important role in the interpretation of data on single nucleotide polymorphisms, a major focus of contemporary human genetics. Does fitness apply to entities other than genotypes? Some believe that, in culture, the spread of ideas, or 'memes', by imitation, is caused by some 'memes' having higher fitnesses than others.
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